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Eventually, you will entirely discover a additional experience
and success by spending more cash. nevertheless when? do
you bow to that you require to get those all needs like having
significantly cash? Why don't you try to get something basic in
the beginning? That's something that will guide you to
comprehend even more a propos the globe, experience, some
places, subsequent to history, amusement, and a lot more?
It is your unquestionably own times to put on an act reviewing
habit. in the midst of guides you could enjoy now is mr
daydream by roger hargreaves below.
Apr 24, 2000 · The imagination of Hargreaves is a timeless
delight. Mr. Daydream is one of the best created character in
the series, his look really suits him. The story itself is just fine
as a young boy called Jack has forever got his head in the
clouds. All day through school he dreams of various madcap
adventures. Mr. Daydream (Mr. Men and Little Miss) - Kindle
edition by Hargreaves, Roger, Hargreaves, Roger. Download it
once and read it on your Kindle device, PC, phones or tablets.
Use features like bookmarks, note taking and highlighting while
… Mr Daydream is a small cloud-shaped figure. He takes
children on faraway adventures without them leaving their
desks. The Mr Men and Little Miss have been delighting
children for generations with their charming and funny antics.
Bold illustrations and funny stories make Mr Men and Little Miss
the perfect story time experience for children aged ... Mr.
Daydream by Roger Hargreaves, September 2000, Tandem
Library edition, School & Library Binding in English ... "This is a
story about Mr. Daydream" The Physical Object Format School
& Library Binding Dimensions 5.8 x 5.2 x 0.4 inches Weight 4.2
ounces ID Numbers Open Library OL9493257M
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goodreads helps you keep track of books you want to read.
start by marking “mr. daydream” as want to read: want to read
saving…
want to read
currently reading
read
other editions enlarge cover want to read saving… error rating
book. refresh and try again. rate this book clear rating 1 of 5
stars2 of 5 stars3 of 5 stars4 of 5 stars5 of 5 stars open preview
see a problem? we’d love your help. let us know what’s wrong
with this preview of mr. daydream by roger hargreaves.
problem: it’s the wrong book it’s the wrong edition other
details (if other): cancel
thanks for telling us about the problem.
return to book page not the book you’re looking for? preview —
mr. daydream by roger hargreaves mr. daydream (mr. men
#13) by roger hargreaves 3.94 · rating details · 738 ratings ·
51 reviews join a boy named jack as he goes on a wild
adventure with mr. daydream?-without even leaving his desk!
get a copy
kindle store $4.99
amazon
stores ?audible
barnes & noble
walmart ebooks
apple books
google play
abebooks
book depository
alibris
indigo
better world books
indiebound
thriftbooks
libraries
paperback, 32 pages published april 24th 2000 by price stern
sloan (first published april 24th 1972) more details... original
title mr. daydream isbn 084317563x (isbn13: 9780843175639)
edition language english series mr. men #13 other editions (26)

all editions | add a new edition | combine ...less detail edit
details friend reviews to see what your friends thought of this
book, please sign up. reader q&a to ask other readers
questions about mr. daydream, please sign up.
be the first to ask a question about mr. daydream
lists with this book mr. men and little miss
118 books — 34 voters books for six-year-olds
807 books — 363 voters
more lists with this book... community reviews showing 1-30
average rating 3.94 · rating details · 738 ratings · 51 reviews
all languagesenglish ?(50) français ?(1) more filters | sort
order start your review of mr. daydreamwrite a review oct 19,
2016 sean barrs rated it liked it shelves: 3-star-reads, childrenof-all-ages i am mr daydream.
when i was in my first year at school i was put on the table with
all the children with learning difficulties. the teacher mistook my
introvert nature for something else. the table was eventually
nicknamed “the daydreamer table” and it was full of all the
children who “switched off” and didn’t pay attention and spent
the lesson looking out the window whilst thinking about
something better. sort of funny really, i bet all of us grew up to
be creative in our own ways. i think a lo i am mr daydream.
when i was in my first year at school i was put on the table with
all the children with learning difficulties. the teacher mistook my
introvert nature for something else. the table was eventually
nicknamed “the daydreamer table” and it was full of all the
children who “switched off” and didn’t pay attention and spent
the lesson looking out the window whilst thinking about
something better. sort of funny really, i bet all of us grew up to
be creative in our own ways. i think a lot of us book types are.
sometimes i lose myself completely in my thoughts. i’ll sit there
and imagine the plot of one of the books i’ve read and
completely switch off the outside world. i don’t realise i’m
doing it. then someone will talk to me and drag my conscious
back into reality. i hate it when that happens. i then have to
think up a new imaginary world. i guess this is what authors do.
mr daydream dreams for hours. that’s his life. does it sound all
that bad?
...more flag 54 likes · like · see review view 2 comments apr
12, 2017 jules rated it it was amazing shelves: children-s-fiction
my 6 year old niece says this book is 5 stars because mr.
daydream daydreams like she does. flag 25 likes · like · see
review view all 9 comments oct 26, 2017 jon nakapalau rated it
it was amazing shelves: cartoons, favorites, design, humor
spent a lot of time with this guy! sure to bring a smile to you
face on one of those days where everything seems to be piling
up on you and you need a little breathing room. flag 25
likes · like · see review aug 06, 2020 ken rated it really liked it
mr. daydream is one of the best created character in the series,
his look really suits him.
the story itself is just fine as a young boy called jack has forever
got his head in the clouds.
all day through school he dreams of various madcap
adventures.
i&apos;m not sure if being in your own little world whilst you
should be learing is a good example to set young readers, but
atleast jack was a polite young lad.
the imagination of hargreaves is a timeless delight. mr.
daydream is one of the best created character in the series, his
look really suits him.
the story itself is just fine as a young boy called jack has forever
got his head in the clouds.
all day through school he dreams of various madcap
adventures.
i'm not sure if being in your own little world whilst you should be
learing is a good example to set young readers, but atleast jack
was a polite young lad.
the imagination of hargreaves is a timeless delight. ...more flag
24 likes · like · see review apr 07, 2018 calista rated it really
liked it shelves: 1970-1974, genre-fantasy, series, seriesunfinished, bage-children, classic, z-roger-hargreaves, genrebeginner i like these original mr. men&apos;s so much better.
this was good. this was mr. daydream with a boy in school who
go on an adventure all over the world. i was a daydreamer as a
kid, so i can really relate to mr. daydream.
this was romping good fun. it was also the first one that was
hardcover which was nice. my nephew&apos;s eyes shine
when he is read a mr. men book. he still loves them. i like these
original mr. men's so much better. this was good. this was mr.
daydream with a boy in school who go on an adventure all over
the world. i was a daydreamer as a kid, so i can really relate to
mr. daydream.
this was romping good fun. it was also the first one that was
hardcover which was nice. my nephew's eyes shine when he is
read a mr. men book. he still loves them. ...more flag 19
likes · like · see review jul 03, 2021 bellow thunderslam rated it
really liked it · review of another edition shelves: books-readin-2021 spoilers below, if you care about spoilers for a fifty-yearold children’s book…
ah, mr. daydream… i remember my reaction to the end of this
book when i first read it as a child. i was outraged! “so, this
whole book was just a dream and mr. daydream doesn’t even
exist?” i raged! “what a crock of [expletive deleted]!”
i was an angry child who could not tolerate any wishy washy,
airy fairy, immaterial nonsense. mr. daydream was not the only
target of my ire; father christmas, the easter bunny and re
spoilers below, if you care about spoilers for a fifty-year-old
children’s book…
ah, mr. daydream… i remember my reaction to the end of this
book when i first read it as a child. i was outraged! “so, this
whole book was just a dream and mr. daydream doesn’t even
exist?” i raged! “what a crock of [expletive deleted]!”
i was an angry child who could not tolerate any wishy washy,
airy fairy, immaterial nonsense. mr. daydream was not the only
target of my ire; father christmas, the easter bunny and religion
all got the same treatment.
now, as an adult with a more flexible mind, i realise that just
because mr. daydream only exists in dreams doesn’t mean he
doesn’t exist. he is clearly one of the many aspects of
morpheus or dream of the endless. thinking about it, neil
gaiman is lucky roger hargreaves is dead, as he could probably
have sued the pants off him and got his deserved share of all
that sandman wonga…
my next book: jerusalem: the emanation of the giant albion
...more flag 13 likes · like · see review view 2 comments jun 15,
2008 gavin rated it it was amazing · review of another edition
shelves: books-read-with-sean jack, a daydreamer, gets taken
off for adventures by mr. daydream during the course of,
surprisingly, one of jack&apos;s daydreams. jack, a
daydreamer, gets taken off for adventures by mr. daydream
during the course of, surprisingly, one of jack's daydreams.
...more flag 10 likes · like · see review feb 25, 2018 gerry rated
it really liked it · review of another edition jack was a good,
well mannered little boy but he had one failing, he was a
daydreamer! whenever he was supposed to be thinking about
something, he found himself thinking about something else
(sounds familiar!) ... he was daydreaming.
at school one fine, warm day he was sitting at the back of the
classroom next to an open window. suddenly he spotted
something blue outside the window on the grass. it was a small
cloud-shaped figure. he couldn&apos;t believe his eyes,
especially when the figure smiled an jack was a good, well
mannered little boy but he had one failing, he was a
daydreamer! whenever he was supposed to be thinking about
something, he found himself thinking about something else
(sounds familiar!) ... he was daydreaming.
at school one fine, warm day he was sitting at the back of the
classroom next to an open window. suddenly he spotted
something blue outside the window on the grass. it was a small
cloud-shaped figure. he couldn't believe his eyes, especially
when the figure smiled and waved at him.
the teacher was still talking so jack quietly got up and quietly
nipped out of the window. mr daydream introduced himself, told
jack he was going on an adventure and asked jack if he wanted
to join him. jack said that he did and, with a loud whistle from
mr daydream, off they went.
the pair jumped on the back of a huge bird who had arrived in
response to the whistle and who took them to africa where it
was very hot. they spotted an elephant, who offered them a lift
and picked them up with his trunk and placed them on his back.
the elephant carried them through the jungle until they reached
a river where the elephant said goodbye and went off back into
the jungle. mr daydream and jack were puzzling how to get
across the river when a crocodile offered them a lift on his back.
they climbed on but halfway across the crocodile showed his
intentions, flicked them into the air with his tail and opened his
jaws to catch and eat them.
it was then that mr daydream let out his loud whistle once more
and, fortuitously, the big bird reappeared, caught them and
saved them from certain destruction. not only that but the bird
flew them to australia, where jack learned to throw a
boomerang and was amazed when it came back to him.
from australia they went to the north pole where mr daydream
fell in a snow drift before they carried on their journey an arrived
in the wild west. there mr daydream donned a huge, ten-gallon
cowboy hat and suddenly he couldn't see jack. 'jack, jack,' he
called.
hearing his name called, jack was startled and suddenly found
himself at his desk, facing his angry teacher who was calling his
name. and you know why that was, don't you ... jack had been
daydreaming once again!
however, jack decided that daydreaming was more fun than
history! ...more flag 6 likes · like · see review aug 10, 2011
mark rice rated it it was amazing this book will resonate with all
daydreamers. i remember reading it as a child and relating to it
on every level. now, still a daydreamer, i relate to it every bit as
much. jack (a human child) is bored in his history lesson.
gazing through an open window, he sees mr daydream (a bluefluffy-cloud being). mr daydream and jack embark on
adventures that take them to every continent, all in the space of
one history lesson. this highlights one important truth about
daydreaming: it can bend all the la this book will resonate with
all daydreamers. i remember reading it as a child and relating to
it on every level. now, still a daydreamer, i relate to it every bit
as much. jack (a human child) is bored in his history lesson.
gazing through an open window, he sees mr daydream (a bluefluffy-cloud being). mr daydream and jack embark on
adventures that take them to every continent, all in the space of
one history lesson. this highlights one important truth about
daydreaming: it can bend all the laws of physics and indeed the
physical universe. therein lies the power of dreams.
like all the mr men books, 'mr daydream' is beautifully
illustrated. one picture, however, continues to trouble me: in the
third picture of jack, he has no mouth. hargreaves was too
much of a perfectionist for this to have been an inadvertent
oversight, so i must conclude that the mouthless jack was
designed to symbolise something. one of these days i'll figure
out what. ...more flag 6 likes · like · see review feb 02, 2008
staci rated it it was amazing shelves: children andy got this
book for the little man and although it&apos;s a little too old for
him, he enjoys looking at all the pictures and especially the little
men on the back cover. he moves from "mr. nosey" to "mr.
bump" and we bump him and he laughs, and and then he
always gets to "mr. tickle" and likes to be tickled.
andy remembers them from when he was a kid and wants to
buy the lot of them for the little man. andy got this book for the
little man and although it's a little too old for him, he enjoys
looking at all the pictures and especially the little men on the
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back cover. he moves from "mr. nosey" to "mr. bump" and we
bump him and he laughs, and and then he always gets to "mr.
tickle" and likes to be tickled.
andy remembers them from when he was a kid and wants to
buy the lot of them for the little man. ...more flag 6 likes · like
· see review feb 20, 2015 kieran rated it it was amazing i like
the book. he was mr. daydream and he jack thought mr.
daydream was his teacher but he wasn&apos;t. his teacher
wasn&apos;t mr. daydream. and he went in the rainforest and
he rode on an elephant and a bird. a big fat bird. and he also
thought he was in a jungle rainforest with an elephant and a
bird but he wasn&apos;t, he was in school. and he had a
daydream. - age 4 i like the book. he was mr. daydream and he
jack thought mr. daydream was his teacher but he wasn't. his
teacher wasn't mr. daydream. and he went in the rainforest and
he rode on an elephant and a bird. a big fat bird. and he also
thought he was in a jungle rainforest with an elephant and a
bird but he wasn't, he was in school. and he had a daydream. age 4 ...more flag 6 likes · like · see review jun 27, 2013 ?????
rated it it was amazing shelves: mr-men-and-little-miss beautiful
and lovely adventure i lived through this book with jack and mr.
daydream, so lovely indeed, really nice book ^_^ flag 6
likes · like · see review mar 27, 2015 phil syphe rated it it was
amazing think i’m right in stating that as a boy i had all the
pre-1990 mr men books with the possible exception of “mr
snow”. looking at all the covers apart from the latter jogged my
memory.
sadly i remember little about the stories now, despite reading
them numerous times during my boyhood, plus watching the mr
men cartoons more than once.
reckon the last time i would’ve read these was 1983, though
may have returned to them as late as 1985. although i’ve
forgotten almost everything about this title and think i’m right in
stating that as a boy i had all the pre-1990 mr men books with
the possible exception of “mr snow”. looking at all the covers
apart from the latter jogged my memory.
sadly i remember little about the stories now, despite reading
them numerous times during my boyhood, plus watching the mr
men cartoons more than once.
reckon the last time i would’ve read these was 1983, though
may have returned to them as late as 1985. although i’ve
forgotten almost everything about this title and all the others i
feel that owing to the amount of times i read each publication
that they all deserve to be rated five stars.
i’m grateful to roger hargreaves for brightening up my
childhood with both his mr men and the timbuctoo series of
books. ...more flag 5 likes · like · see review dec 17, 2009
godzilla rated it really liked it shelves: kids, 2009 this review has
been hidden because it contains spoilers. to view it, click here.
another searing indictment of our modern society from mr
hargreaves. the guy is an amazing writer, he engages children
on one level, yet manages to write wonderfully apt critiques of
our modern world.
jack is a daydreamer, and spends his time in his own little
world. there may be some sort of learning difficulty involved, but
mr hargreaves doesn&apos;t tackle that issue head on in this
book.
whilst in class jack spies a strange character in the playground,
so of course, rather than carry on with lesson another searing
indictment of our modern society from mr hargreaves. the guy
is an amazing writer, he engages children on one level, yet
manages to write wonderfully apt critiques of our modern world.
jack is a daydreamer, and spends his time in his own little
world. there may be some sort of learning difficulty involved, but
mr hargreaves doesn't tackle that issue head on in this book.
whilst in class jack spies a strange character in the playground,
so of course, rather than carry on with lessons he slips out teh
window to meet this stranger. (not sure this is such a good idea
to put in kids minds, but as long as predatory paedophiles don't
start dressing up as blue clouds it may just be ok)
jack is then whisked away from his school on a journey to lots
of exciting places. which child doesn't think that school is a
waste of time and would rather be out and about having fun?
it all turns out to be a daydream though, as jack's teacher finally
realises he's not paying attention and brings him back to the
grim reality of the classroom.
a simple story that amused my children, yet also cuts to the
heart of the debate around teaching standards, the quality of
eductaion today and the attitudes of young people.
the last line about history is also very telling. today's society is
all about the here and now, no-one cares about learning
lessons from the past.... ...more flag 4 likes · like · see review
aug 18, 2013 alannah clarke rated it really liked it shelves:
childhood-reads, recieved-as-gifts, reviewed i absolutely loved
these mr men and little miss books. i remember getting them
from my granny every week. there was so much from these
simple characters, i remember filling my little bookshelf with all
these books making sure i had got them all in right order. i wish
i still had these books but somehow most of them got lost with
many house moves or my mum gave the rest away. if i ever
have kids, i will make sure they get the chance to experience
these wonderful, colourful books. flag 4 likes · like · see review
jan 10, 2012 josh rated it it was amazing this book mysteriously
appeared in my mailbox at the perfect time - being immersed in
studying for hours on end meant i needed a break to daydream.
going to africa to ride an elephant and to australia to throw
boomerangs was the perfect study break. and do you know
something? daydreaming is more fun than mcat prep! flag 4
likes · like · see review dec 16, 2017 miracle amuni rated it it
was amazing this book is amazingly exiting flag 3 likes · like
· see review apr 19, 2020 les wilson rated it really liked it so
good they will never loose their appeal. flag 4 likes · like · see
review aug 08, 2017 danielle palmer rated it really liked it this is
the first mr men book i have read that does not feature an
illustration of a house... where is the drawing of mr
daydream&apos;s crib?! i assume it is so fantastic it would put
all the others to shame, so mr hargreaves wisely decided not to
include it. this is the first mr men book i have read that does not
feature an illustration of a house... where is the drawing of mr
daydream's crib?! i assume it is so fantastic it would put all the
others to shame, so mr hargreaves wisely decided not to
include it. ...more flag 3 likes · like · see review jan 01, 2017
pipa guest rated it it was amazing i loved this book as a child
and now i&apos;m enjoying it again with my son. i loved this
book as a child and now i'm enjoying it again with my son.
...more flag 3 likes · like · see review sep 28, 2015 siobhan
rated it liked it ah, mr men and little miss, how wonderful you
are!
these books made up so much of my childhood. no matter what
i would go ahead and pick one up. i worked my way through
them all a couple of times. each one has a wonderful story for
the child to engage with, each character being fun to read.
everyone has a bias for their favourite character, yet every book
is delightful. flag 2 likes · like · see review jan 09, 2014 wayne
farmer rated it liked it shelves: mr-men-and-little-miss, kids this
really didn&apos;t have a very good message at the end lol "daydreaming is more fun than history" - being really into
history i totally disagree! this really didn't have a very good
message at the end lol - "daydreaming is more fun than history"
- being really into history i totally disagree! ...more flag 2
likes · like · see review sep 21, 2014 katy w rated it liked it i
think i borrowed this from a friend at school. i remember
wishing he would appear when i was bored at school. i spent
years staring out the window rather than doing my work, but no
luck. flag 2 likes · like · see review dec 21, 2016 alex rated it
did not like it i did not like this book because i do not like
crocodiles. i also did not like this book because this book had a
crocodile in it. flag 2 likes · like · see review nov 27, 2019 tim
gray rated it really liked it it was a fun read. flag 2 likes · like
· see review view 1 comment jul 28, 2018 slow man rated it it
was amazing shelves: picture-books daydreaming is more fun
than history.
daydreaming is more fun than a lot of other things.
i think i will try this newfound idea for we have not daydream
enough.
let’s see... my big yellow bird will take me to a music festival
and i will be having a grand time listening to my favourite bands
playing. then i will be speaking fluent french in paris. sweet! flag
1 like · like · see review jan 26, 2019 sarah baines rated it it
was amazing · review of another edition classic books for all
generations.
the mr. men books are timeless. i&apos;ve read them as a
child, i&apos;ve read them to my nieces, i&apos;ve read them
purely for my own enjoyment as an adult, they just never age.
this is probably the one i identify with the most having been told
as a child i had a vivid imagination!!! lovely book - i had arthur
lowe&apos;s voice in my head the whole way through! classic
books for all generations.
the mr. men books are timeless. i've read them as a child, i've
read them to my nieces, i've read them purely for my own
enjoyment as an adult, they just never age. this is probably the
one i identify with the most having been told as a child i had a
vivid imagination!!! lovely book - i had arthur lowe's voice in my
head the whole way through! ...more flag 1 like · like · see
review mar 26, 2008 john rated it really liked it shelves:
childrens-or-read-as-a-kid over and over and over again.... i
read these stories to my first daughter and then to my second
daughter.
they loved them... they laughed... i love my daughters... i
laughed with them....that was more than enough for me. flag 1
like · like · see review dec 28, 2018 sean harding rated it really
liked it this really is a very different mr men book as it leaps out
from the mr men universe into ours, and it is not really a
comfortable fit. still entertaining but the two worlds don&apos;t
really gel together. this really is a very different mr men book as
it leaps out from the mr men universe into ours, and it is not
really a comfortable fit. still entertaining but the two worlds don't
really gel together. ...more flag 1 like · like · see review apr 23,
2008 patrick\ rated it liked it shelves: children fun read-aloud
series - with a moral. flag 1 like · like · see review « previous 1
2 next » new topicdiscuss this book there are no discussion
topics on this book yet. be the first to start one » share
recommend it | stats | recent status updates readers also
enjoyed

see similar books… genres childrens 25 users childrens >
picture books 11 users fiction 10 users humor 3 users fantasy 2
users young adult 2 users see top shelves… about roger
hargreaves roger hargreaves 299 followers charles roger
hargreaves was an english author and illustrator of
children&apos;s books, notably the mr. men and little miss
series, intended for very young readers. he is britain&apos;s
third best-selling author, having sold more than 100 million
books.
hargreaves was born in a private hospital at 201 bath road,
cleckheaton, west yorkshire, england, to alfred reginald and
ethel mary hargreaves, and grew up charles roger hargreaves
was an english author and illustrator of children's books,
notably the mr. men and little miss series, intended for very
young readers. he is britain's third best-selling author, having
sold more than 100 million books.
hargreaves was born in a private hospital at 201 bath road,
cleckheaton, west yorkshire, england, to alfred reginald and
ethel mary hargreaves, and grew up in high lees, 703 halifax
road, also in cleckheaton, outside of which there now is a
commemorative plaque. he spent a year working in his father's
laundry and dry-cleaning business before starting out in
advertising. but his original ambition was to be a cartoonist;
and, in 1971, while he was working as the creative director at a
london firm, he wrote the first mr. men book, mr. tickle. he
initially had difficulty finding a publisher; but, once he did, the
books became an instant success, selling over one million
copies within three years and spawning a bbc animated
television series, narrated and voiced by arthur lowe.
by 1976, hargreaves had quit his day job. in 1981, the little miss
series of books began to appear. it, too, was made into a
television series in 1983, which was narrated by john alderton,
who, with pauline collins, voiced the men and misses,
respectively. although hargreaves wrote many other children's
stories, including the timbuctoo series of twenty-five books, john
mouse, and the roundy and squary books, he is best known for
his 46 mr. men books and 33 little miss books.
with his wife, christine, hargreaves had four children: adam,
giles, and twins sophie and amelia. the first of the mr. men
characters is reported to have been created when adam asked
his father what a tickle looked like: hargreaves drew a figure
with a round orange body and long, rubbery arms, which
became mr. tickle.
after hargreaves died of a sudden stroke in 1988, adam
continued writing and drawing the mr. men and little miss
characters in new stories. however, in april 2004, christine sold
the rights to the mr. men characters to the uk entertainment
group chorion, for £28 million. ...more other books in the series
mr. men (1 - 10 of 50 books)

books by roger hargreaves more… related articlesmeet the
authors of summer's buzziest ya novels looking for new young
adult books featuring determined protagonists, sweet romance,
and adventures of every kind? then these authors are...read
more...59 likes · 2 comments trivia about mr. daydream no trivia
or quizzes yet. add some now »
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